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Abstract
Solving large scale simultaneous linear equatio ns is an often encountered
problem in engineering and scientific computations. It is normally a time
consuming process. This paper presents a practical algorithm which can
efficiently utilize the coarse-grained distributed-memory parallel systems to
speed up the computation. Experimental data and timing analysis are also
presented. An interesting phenomenon that the times of speed-up was more
than the number of processors employed is discussed. Although the algorithm is designed for a coarse-grained distributed-memory system, the prin·
ciple can be used in a shared-memory system and it should tend to reduce
the memory contention.
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Gauss-Jordan elimination method

In this section, we briefly describe the classical Gauss-Jordan Elimi nation method for solving
linear equations. We only discuss how the process evolves and how the data chan~es. The
detailed Gauss-Jordan algorithm ran be found in most numerical analysis l.l'xthnnk, " · ~· ' ! I.
Given a set of simultaneous linear equations of N variables
Ax= b
they ran he n•pr<'sc•ntc•tl by
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The matrix is constructed by appending thE' b vector to the right-hand !!ide of .-t matrix. GaussJordan elimination can be viewed as working row by row on the matrix .M starting from the
first row. The following is the algorithm:

1. FOR i = 1 TO N DO
2.
Divide the elements of the i-th row by M[i, i]
3.
For each j in l..N and j :/; i, subtract M[j, i] x

M[i] from M[i ]

During the Gauss-Jordan elimination process, the elements of M changes in a systematic
fashion. After the first iteration, matrix M changes to:

A

b

1
0
0

0

The first element of the first row . becomes 1 since it was di vided by itself in step 2. The first
elements of every other rows become zero because eath of thE"m was subtracted from itself in
step 3. In the same way, after the second iteration, matrix M becomes the following:

A

b

1 0
0 1
0 0

0 0

After the N-th iteration, A becomes a unit matrix and b contains the solution vector:
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0

0
To minimi ze the f'ffl•r.t of round -off Prrors, row pivotiuv, ar,. '' ~ '·d in 11111~ 1 •· a~·-~ - In a dd il i 1111,
pnrtial column pivotinJ( is nl!10 u~l'd from t.irnr l.o t.irrlf' . /\llh""V.h ll••·r•· nr •· 111 1111 '/ ··•lor·r I"'""
sophisticated methods for solving sirnultaneiJUS !incur equations, l:auss -J or dau t·liuunaLJofl ,tdl
plays a major roll in numerical pror.eRsin~ .
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The target parallel systems

The parallel systems which we are aimed at can be charactt>rized as follows. Each of the processors is fairly powerful itself and it has its own basic operating system. Each processor is
equipped with an exclusive memory module. In other words , each processor is more or less a
stand-alone computer. The processors are interconnected into a network of certain topology.
The systems in question are "coarse-grained" systems. In general, a coarse- grained parallel
system can be roughly defined as a system in which the data processing rate of the processor is
much higher than the data transfer rate between the processors. Many comrnt>rcial processors
fall into this category.
The topologies of the interconnection networks vary from system to system. Among the
parameters of a network, the connectivity is particularly important. Given the capacity of
each communication channel of a system, higher connectivity usually implies a higher system
communication power and, on the down side, higher cost. The connectivity of a proce55or in a
system with P processors can vary from 1, the least connected, toP, i.e. completely connected.
Among different kinds of parallel systems, our study focuses on the most practical ones ,
i.e., the coarse-grained ones with distributed memories, simple topology and low connectivity.
The reason is that they are widely available and relatively inexpensive. For example, I~!-.105
Transputer[2] is one of them.
As the words "coarse-grained" imply, in our solution, that the size of the equations (number
of simultaneous variables) is much greater than the number of processors in the system. Again,
it is a typical practical situation.
To simplify our discussion, the sample system used in this paper is a one-directional ring
network, each node of the network is a processor.
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Figure 2: The improved data partitioning
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Design of the algorithm

The parallelism residing in the linear equation solutions have been well studied[3]. Like other
parallel computing problems, there are two critical points involved in utilizing the parallelism
on a coarse-grained parallel system: minimizing the data flow between processors and balancing
the processing loads of the processors. Sometimes the two points are in conflict with each other.
The main issue is how to partition the data.
We begin with a study of an example. Assume that we have a one-directional ring network
with P processors and the matrix A-I mentioned earlier has N columns anct N - 1 rows. Also
assume that, without loss of generality, N is multiple of P.
One possible and straightforward partition of the data on a 4 processor system is shown in
Figure 1. In general, each processor has NIP columns of the matrix M in its memory. The fint
processor has the first NIP columns, and the second processor has columns N I P + 1 through
2 X NIP, and so on.
The system works as follows. For the first iteration, Processor 1 passes the first column
(which is the only information needed for the other processors to process their columns) to
Processor 2, and Processor 2 passes it to Processor 3, and so on. Afler passing data to nf'xt
processor, each processor processes the columns that it has as in thl' normal C.auss · Jorcian
elimination. Then, Processor 1 initiates the second iteration by pa~sing thf' S!'rrlrtrl rr,Jitlllll '· "
others. Processor 1 repeats the process until NIP iterations are done. At that point , Processor
2 will start to initiate iterationA by pa~sin~ its rolurnns to nt.llf•r•L Thr rrnrr-~ q gn<' ~ llll 11!11 i l t II··
last processor fmishes its last column, and the results arc sent to lh<· host.
In thi11 way, the initial amount of dnta iH lllllanrf'd lwt.w .. •·n tl11· pr"rr~s"rs, hill till' pr•H· ~· ~ ~ i nv
loncls nn• not. At the IH'ginning of Lht· GILII!l" J.,rdan clilllin.lll"'l !""' ,..,.,, .dJ,,I tlw / ' !''"'''" ' ' ' ,
are working. However, each iteration of the t'limination process produce a column in .\1, on the
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• Configuring the system
• Loading data
• WHILE NOT done
Receiving message;
Di.5ta.nce := Di.,tance - 1;
If Di.5ta.nce > 0, pass the message to next node;
CASE Message-type OF
initiate : Pass a process message containing
the column indicated by CurrentColumn;
CurrentColumn := CurrentColumn +I;
Process my columns;
CurrentRow := CurrentRow + 1;
If Current Row > N, send finish message to next node ;
proceu: Process my columns using data in Vector;
CurrentRow := CurrentRow + 1;
fini.5h : Terminate;
END CASE;
END LOOP;
• Send result to host

Figure 3: The parallel algorithm
left -hand side, with all zeros except the element on the diagonal. The column produced will not
be used in the remaining part of the elimination process. Therefore , to start with, Processor l
will have less and less work to do, and eventually has no data to process aftt>r N ' P itt>rations.
and then it happens to Processor 2, and so on. On the average, each proct>ssor works at most
half of the processing time. In other words,the processor efficiency is at most 50%.
The following is a much more efficient data partitioning whlch causes t he processing loads
being balanced throughout the entire process. The data partitioning is illustra ted in Figure 2.
The columns are still evenly distributed among the processors. The difference is that instead
of consecutive columns, each processor has columns with numbers N I P apart. The t · th processo r
has the columns with numbers n x P + i, where n
0, l, 2, .. , (NI P - 1).
The process is similar to the one described before except that the sequence in which the
columns are processed. Processor 1 will start the first iteration, and Processor 2 will start the
second iteration, and so on. After the last pro cr•ssor, Processor /', finish f's thr· / ' I h it••ralion ,
Pron~!Jsor I will Atart the ( P I I)· tit it.r•rat.ion . Tl11• pron·~ s rr•pr•al•1 1111l.il a ll tlw it •·r ;,l i • •ll~ "'''
done.
As mentioned above, when a processor initiatt•s an itNat.ion, it will have <'1\t' mnre r nlt11nn
which will never he used again. Since tlw JHon•ssors initiatt• ilt·ration s in turn. tlto'ir data will
shrink evt~nly. Tlw maximum riiff<'renc<' in llllllllwr of columns ye t to lw u ~ r· d on rlw pr, r ·· ~s ors ~~
I. Siru:c nurnhcr ofrolurn11111111 r~al'!. pron·•Hu•r i•r larw·, thr· diff•·r•·11• •· i·, '"'J~IrJ~ ,I,I · · ''• , ,, ,. ·· ·"·r"ll
performance.
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Figure 3 shows the algorithm in Pa!lr.al-like pseudo cocle. To simplify thr clisrussion, the row
pivoting part of the algorithm is omitted. Each processor has two status variables, Current Row
and CurrentColumn. CurrentRow is equal to the number of iterations that have been completed, and it has the same value for all processors. CurrentColumn is the number of the
column to be passed if the processor is to initiate an iteration. The messages passing between
the processors has the following format:

I Message-type I Distance I Vector I
Message-type has the following values: initiate, process, finish. Distance indicates the number of nodes that the message yet to travel through. A processor receives a message with distance
1 will not pass it along. Thr third part, Vector is present only when Message-type=process. In
that case, it will contain the column necessary to process the columns held by the processor.
Although a horizontal partitioning (by rows) is possible and is advantageous in some cases,
it makes the row pivoting difficult and inefficient.
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Experimental data

The algorithm has been implemented and tested on a system consists of IN~IOS Transputer
T800 and T414 processors. The ·transputer is a 32 bits RISC processor with a peak speed of
7.5 MIPS. Each transputer has its own memory module. The inter-processor communication is
done through the transputer links. Each link consists two serial channels, one in each direction.
The serial channel has a top speed of 20 Mega-baud. The effective data transfer rate is about
6 Mega-bit per second or 800 Kbyte per second. Each transputer has four such links. The
processors are linked into a ring network in our experiments.
The performance data have been generated on both the single processor system anci I he
multi-processor system. The algorithms in the two cases are slightly different to ensure that the
implementations are optimal under each case. The code has been written in Occam.
The following table shows the execution times under different clata sizes (numbE'r of rolumns
in the matrix M) and number of processors. The processors are the INr..tOS 1'800 transputE'rs .
To facilitate the comparison, the data sizes have been selected to be mult iples of 8.

I Data size
160
200
248

---- - - -

/ 1 processoi"Jillrocessors
12.35 sec.
24.06 sec.
45.76 sec.

- -· - - . - -

1

8 processors

3.11 ser. l
6.11 sec. I
I
II A 7 ser. '

l. 7 ·I St'c.
3.34 sec.

I

6.19srr .

The times of speed-up comparing to the single procrssor systrm arr prrsentf'd in thr follnwin~
table. The processors efficiencies undrr each rns«' arr also inrl11cl•·d in tlw tald·· ( in par•·r1tl'"''' ' '
The processor efficiency is defined as E = (fartors of sp('t>d - up ) , (n11rnh•·r of pr<> c o'~s" r' I.

I _D~ta size I 1 procrHsors

H prrH " '"' "' '' /

160 - - 3.97 (!HU%)

7.0!J (HH.7%) I

('111111)~)

200

3.!H {!HU%)

7.211

:.HH

:1.!1!1 (!1!1.7 ";,)

i . :1 •I ( '1 ".' I ";, I
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As can be SE'en in the table, the speed-up is close to the number of prnressors used . e~pecially
in the case of 4 processors. As expected, when the number of processors increases to 8, the
efficiency decreases due to the heavier interprocessor corrununication. Also, when the data size
increases, the efficiency is higher since the CPU computation time out-weights the interprocessor
corrununication time.
Those who have some experiences with parallel computing will prob<f,bly suspect some of the
extremely high efficiency figures shown in the table, 99.7% for instance. As a matter of fact, in a
separate experiment[4], we observed an even higher "efficiency". In that experiment, the linear
equations to be solved are under a residue system, i.e. all the arithmetic operations are under a
residue system with moduli m. For example, if m = 1.7, then 5 x 6 = 13. Such a system is used
to solve equations with residue arithmetic[6]. Under such system, the Gauss-Jordan elimination
process is very similar, except that all the operations are integer operations and the division
operation is replaced by multiplying by the "multiplicative inverse", which, as far as we are
concerned, are some integer multiplications and divisions. When the size of the linear equations
is 95 and T414 transputers are used, the execution times are 10.95 seconds for one processor
and 2.44 seconds for 4 processors. A 4.49 times speed-up with 4 processors and a literally 112%
"efficiency"!
This seemingly impossible result is no mistake. Researchers of INMOS Corporation made a
similar observation on a graphics system where multiple processors are used. The explanation
is the existence of high speed on-chip cache memory of the transputers. When the data is
distributed over a number of processors, the data size for each processor is much smaller than
that in the case of a single processor. Therefore, the "cache hit rate" can be much higher, and
the effective speed of each processor is in fact higher than that of the single processor system.
Such phenomenon is not consistent from problem to problem. It depends on the memory
reference pattern and the CPU computation load. We have compared the previous two experiments, the one with floating point operations and the other with integer operations . Since the
floating point operations are time consuming, the CPU computation time is the dominant factor
during the execution. The memory reference is lE>ss inlluE>ntial there. On the o ther hand. in the
experiment involving only integer operations, the memory reference carries more weight. The
extra speed-up phenomenon is more likely to happen in this case.
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Timing analysis

Figure 4 shows the timing patterns when the algorithm runs on a system with 4 processors
linked into a one-directional ring network.
Note that the drawing is only illustrative and it was not drawn to th<' exact sral<'. t 1 is the
time wed to pass a column from one processor to another; t 2 is the timt> used t•> prorP~s the
columns on n proc:essor during an iteration, whirh is t.he produrlivP t.irrw; 1-, i~ tho· prnrr·-; ~ ur
icllc time and is approximately P x t 1 , whcrc f' is th1• numhc·r of prorl'~sor, _ \\' hc·n till' nllrnhn
of processors grows, t 3 will increase and the processor efficiency will dc• rn·asc· . I ht· pruq· 's" r
efficiency is:
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Figure 4: Timing patterns of the algorithm on a 4-processor one-directional ring network
When processors are linked into a topology with higher connectivity, t 3 can be much shorter,
since some of the t1 's can be overlapped. In general,

and the processor efficiency is:

E=
where Lis the longest distance between two processors in a network. For example, on a system
of P processors linked into a hypercube network, t3 = log2P x t 1 . A better performancE' over
the ring network is expected.
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Conclusion

A prnctirnl algorithm for solving lar~f' sralf' liru•ar NJIIatioiiH 011 a parallf'l ~v~tem ha~ hf'f'll
presented. The speed-up can be close to a factor of the nmnbcr processors. A lwlll'r (ouu•· r t.-d
network can produce higher performance. An immediate candidate is the hypercube nrtwork .
Since the algorithm treats the processors in a sequence, a seqtH•nrl' IIE'I'(Is t o hf' drfiru·rl amo n ~
the processors in the hypercube. Such a definition is available [5 ].
Although the algorithm is designcd for a distrihutl'd mcrnory s v ~ t•·rn, it r an J,. arLtpt .. d intn
a shared-memory system. Since the algorithm tends to reference different lii<Hiult·s or pMt s
of the memory exclusively, it will reduce the memory contention . Siure t hf' intn pron·ssur
communication time is reduced drastically, the algorithm is t·xp~"rt•·d to w•1rk .. v•·11 l1,.t t•·r in •t
shared-memory system.
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